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Abstract: over the last 10–15 years significant changes took place in principal systems of cor-
porate governance i.e. in the anglo-saxon and German systems. these changes were of simi-
lar or the same character. this was an effect of economic crises, mainly crises of 1997–1998 
and 2007–2009. the crises have influenced the changes either directly through amendments 
in the so-called hard law of national systems of supervision or indirectly through recommen-
dations on corporate governance issued by international institutions and organizations. the 
oEcD and the European commission played the most important part in this respect. these 
organizations had a big impact on the formation and shape of the so-called codes of good 
practice, whose principles are generally implemented by companies, mainly listed companies. 
the principles happen to be of the so-called soft law character and after some encouraging 
experience with their use take on the form of legislation.

Introduction

starting from the 1970s, major changes took place in the existing systems of cor-
porate governance. However, the biggest change took place over the last 10–15 
years. it was then that more attention was paid to the functioning of corporate 
governance. indeed, it was then realized that the governance may become an im-
portant factor of economic growth and increased competitiveness of economy. 
the appropriate corporate governance allows better use of companies’ capital 
and increases the confidence of domestic and foreign investors. corporate gov- investors. corporate gov-
ernance influences the location of foreign direct investment. Governance may 
also make the company not to be guided solely by self-interest, but to take into 
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account in its activities the interests of the state, region or community. studies 
show that investors prefer to buy shares of companies with high-quality corpo-
rate governance (Jeżak 2010, pp. 12–14).

it was the growing concern for the quality of governance that it is under-
going evolutionary process. on the one hand, such process is enforced by in-
creasing competition, and on the other hand, by changing environment in which 
companies operate. increased competition, both at home and on international 
markets, places high demands on performance of companies, the rationality of 
their actions, but also their transparency, ability to cope with crisis situations, 
etc. corporate governance, which we may understand as “a set of integrated 
mechanisms; regulatory (formal and legal), and market and internal mechanisms, 
through which the company management makes decisions and choices that are 
in line with the objectives of shareholders and other stakeholders related to the 
activity of the company” (urbanek 2005, p. 7) , may play an important role in 
meeting these demands, but only if it is adapted to existing conditions, if it sup-
ports the company in achieving its objectives. Because the conditions change, 
the system of corporate governance must also be changed.

a careful analysis of changes in corporate governance leads to the conclusion 
that the changes occur in general, in a continuous, evolutionary manner. such 
changes are taking place in different systems of corporate governance and con-
cern its different areas. at the same time we can see changes of essential and 
deep nature, consequences of serious economic crises. it is a widely accepted 
fact that one of the causes of such crises is inadequate corporate governance. the 
changes are aimed at improving the supervision and thus to prevent future cri-
ses. of course, not every crisis entails such changes. they are of different scope, 
different depth and hence of different significance for the economy. according 
to J. stiglitz, 124 such crises took place between 1970 and 2007 (stiglitz 2010,  
p. Xviii). Further, we will demonstrate the impact of the two biggest crises of 
recent years, i.e. the 1997–1998 crisis and the 2007–2009 crisis on the corporate 
governance.

the reform of corporate governance systems is based on the so-called soft 
law and hard law. the soft law is a recommendation of a voluntary character. 
therefore, companies may impose or not the recommended rules, they may de-
cide when to apply recommendations, and decide the pace of their implementa-
tion, etc. the method of reforming the supervisory systems by means of soft law 
gives companies considerable flexibility. For some time, the so-called codes of 
good practice1 have become the major means of conveying this law. the recom-
mendations contained therein are general in character and are so worded, so that 
they could be implemented by a large number of companies. the past experi-

1 Further considerations on the codes of good practice can be found in: Furtek, Jurcewicz 
2006, pp. 28–30.
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ence, including the Polish one, shows that the soft law, although it is not manda-
tory, may be effective, especially in the long run (Nartowski 2007, pp. 3–16).

Experience also shows that principles of the soft law may prove insufficient 
to prevent more serious difficulties and crises. it is not always that the codes’ 
recommendations are implemented by companies; sometimes the companies 
are strongly reluctant to implement the recommendations. this particularly con-
cerns the unpopular solutions that require deeper changes or much effort. then, 
the hard law, of mandatory character, should be applied. changes in the law are 
mostly enforced by the crisis, or other important economic events (such as the 
collapse of the well-known corporations as Enron, Worldcom or Parmalat). it 
also happens that some of the principles of the soft law, after favorable experi-
ence with their application, are incorporated into the hard law.

the purpose of the study is to determine the influence of the two biggest eco-
nomic crises in recent years, namely the crisis of 1997–1998 and the crisis of 
2007–2009 on changes in corporate governance. crises may affect such changes 
both directly and indirectly. this must be understood that changes taking place 
in individual countries might have been the direct result of crisis events as well 
as of the implementation of the recommendations of international organizations 
or institutions, formulated under the influence of crises. the paper will show the 
changes in countries with one-tier board system, typical of anglo-saxon coun-
tries and in countries with two-tier board system, with particular emphasis on the 
so-called German system, in use in Poland.

The impact of the 1997–1998
crisis on changes in corporate governance

this crisis started in thailand in 1997 when the government closed 56 out of 58 
financial institutions due to the collapse of the local currency (Baht). thai banks 
borrowed dollars from the West and granted loans for construction of hotels, of-
fice buildings, factories, etc. the government guaranteed to exchange baht at  
a fixed rate, but this proved impossible and the thai baht was depreciated by 
30%. this entire financial system has collapsed since the borrowers had to pay 
30% more than planned. the crisis in thailand caused the flight of capital from 
all emerging south asian countries (the collapse of the Korean, Malaysian, and 
indonesian currency). the effects were felt around the world. 

southeast asia fuelled the global economic growth consuming huge amounts 
of raw materials. the recession in these countries caused prices of copper, alu-
minum, and oil to fall. this resulted in the crisis moving to russia, which was 
selling mainly oil and gas in the West. the situation in russia was becoming 
increasingly critical, so russia raised the interest rates on their bonds from 20 
to 50 or even 70%. Hedge funds were still buying them, hoping that if neces-
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sary, the iMF would help russia. But the iMF preferred to save thailand and 
Korea, which led in 1998 to the crisis in russia. the ruble was devaluated and 
the russian government suspended payments on treasury bills. Hedge funds 
and banks investing in russia have suffered huge losses (Friedman 2001,  
pp. 5–10).

this had further implications for the global financial system, although the 
russian economic potential was rather small (smaller than the potential of the 
Netherlands). Having incurred huge losses in russia, the speculative capital was 
looking for cash, so began to sell stock in stable countries such as Brazil. this 
country, without any rational basis has found itself in trouble, a mass retreat of 
foreign capital began (raising the bond interest to 40% did not help). speculative 
capital moved to the u.s. buying u.s. treasury securities. Demand for the pa-
pers raised their price, which resulted in the reduction of their interest rate. the 
sharp decline in profitability of these investments has forced speculative capital 
to look for other investments.

the mechanism described above, known as the asian crisis, is typical of con-
temporary crises. it usually starts in one country and then spreads to the entire 
region and beyond to the whole world. the processes of globalization caused 
that the world has become one big self-regulating system. the crises appear from 
time to time and are difficult to control because of the free movement of capital. 
Not coincidentally, the crisis appears first in the sphere of finance and then en-
gulfs the whole economy.

the crisis, because of its unprecedented size, brought an extensive discussion 
about its causes, as well as on the possibilities of its prevention. the weakness 
of corporate governance, mainly in financial institutions, but not only, was found 
as one of the most important causes. the criticism of the existing corporate gov-
ernance has resulted in suggestions to reform the system. the organization for 
Economic cooperation and Development (oEcD) played the special role in 
reform by preparing corporate governance rules and reports on its operation. 
an important role was played by the recommendations issued by the European 
commission and other Eu bodies.

the oEcD interest in corporate governance issues has been growing for  
a long time, mainly under the influence of the British experience (cadbury re-
port (1992), Greenbury report (1995), and Hampel report (1997)). the break-
through came, however, with the said crisis that resulted in the publication of 
the 1999 oEcD Principles of corporate Governance (Principles... 1999). they 
principles were treated as guidelines for member countries of the organization 
for the development of national legislations or other documents relating to cor-
porate governance. the principles are of open character and allow companies 
to continuously modify them, customize solutions relating to corporate gover-
nance to changing conditions. the oEcD Principles are the soft law instruments 
(guidelines) to be used voluntarily by companies. they should be regarded as  
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a sort of international standards to which individual countries may refer their so-
lutions (Jerzemowska 2010, pp. 38–39).

Even though oEcD recognizes that there is no one best model of good gov-
ernance, but also indicates some universal principles that should be used in each 
of these models, for example, equitable treatment of all shareholders and part-
ners, regardless of ownership or their place of residence and ensuring their basic 
rights arising from the possession of property. oEcD points also to disclosure 
and transparency of information on economic performance, ownership structure, 
methods of control and governance, etc. as well as recommendations to ensure 
the reliability of accounting and financial reporting. it is difficult to overestimate 
the role of the guidelines for the development of national or company codes of 
good practice. in Europe, for example, dozens of such codes were prepared on 
the basis of the Principles. the Principles were also the inspiration for the Polish 
codes of good practice.

another set of the oEcD principles of corporate governance, an amend-
ment of the 1999 Principles, was published in 2004 (The OECD... 2004). it was 
worked out not only by the representatives of the oEcD member countries, but 
also by the experts of the World Bank, international Monetary Fund, the Basel 
committee on Banking supervision, and many others. the Principles, like their 
previous edition, were formulated in very general terms, because they addressed 
countries with different systems of corporate governance. Especially noteworthy 
were the recommendations concerning the independent board members, in the 
context of an objective assessment of company’s financial situation. the grow-
ing number of independent members of the board increases the chances of an 
appropriate assessment of the Board’s operation and makes it possible to take on 
this basis responsible and effective actions. the document contains some gen-
eral suggestions about such independence criteria (a lack of close economic or 
personal relationship with the members of top management, major shareholders, 
etc.). Based on these criteria the board determines whether they are considered 
as independent by the board.

changes in supervision are also of interest to the Eu. in result of the crisis 
and many scams, fraud or other corporate crimes related to the so-called “creative 
accounting” between 2000 and 2002, the European commission appointed an ex-
pert group to assess the implementation of the principles of corporate governance 
in the Eu. the group prepared the so-called “Winter group” report published in 
November 2002 (Winter 2002). the authors generally critically assessed the im-
plementation of the oEcD Principles, pointing to the differences between partic-
ular countries. the authors are in favor of the increased participation of the so-
called independent directors on the board. they consider the increased number of 
independent directors as a possibility of improving the performance of the board. 
Particularly, they stress the role of audit committees and remuneration committees, 
because the committees have a significant impact on the performance of the board.
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important inspirations for a change in national systems of corporate gover-
nance were also recommendations of the European commission and other Eu 
bodies. one of the first was the European commission recommendation of 14 
December 2004, primarily focused on the transparency of the remuneration 
policy of members of the management board. the recommendation stresses the 
role of independent members, who should exercise control over the transpar-
ency and integrity of company management. these members should represent 
not only the interests of shareholders but also reconcile the interests of other 
stakeholders. there are also recommendations concerning the appointment of 
such board committees as audit, nomination, and remuneration committees. the 
recommendation requires the board to disclose company remuneration policy, 
as well as salaries of the board members. it is also recommended that the salary 
issue be mandatory subject of discussion at the annual general meeting (Zalece-
nie... 2004).

another European commission recommendation of 15 February 2005 (Za-
lecenie... 2005) concerns the appointment of remuneration committees. the 
committees should include only the non-executive directors (one-tier system). in 
addition, a majority of their members should be independent. the tasks of the 
committee should include formulating of remuneration rules for the board mem-
bers and presentation of these rules to the council, monitoring of chief executive 
officers’ remuneration, preparation of proposals for incentive schemes or their 
changes, etc. the recommendation also recommends that the number of the in-
dependent board members should be increased. the annex ii of this document 
contains the proposals of independence criteria.

turning to the presentation of changes in corporate governance in selected 
countries it must be noted that the biggest changes took place during this period 
in the u.s. the crisis, as well as the mentioned corruption scandals that have 
occurred in the early 20th century meant that the main attention was paid to the 
issues of audit. Many reports and recommendations have been devoted to these 
issues. the 1999 Blue ribbon committee report deserves special attention, with 
important new recommendations aimed at strengthening the independence of 
these committees and increasing their efficiency (Blue Ribbon 1999). the rec-
ommendations were widely used by the Polish securities and Exchange com-
mission and associations of accountants in Poland.

the 2002 (An Act... 2002) sarbanes-oxley act (soX) was one of the mile-
stones in the reform of the u.s. corporate governance system. the act may be 
a good example of the conversion of the soft law into the hard law because it 
contains many of the recommendations contained in the Blue ribbon committee 
report, as well as in the codes of good practice. in some cases, the act goes even 
further than these recommendations. Because the act has not only introduced 
the regulations required for the appointment of the audit committee, but has also 
provided the committee with wide powers that require an employer to provide 
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the relevant information to the committee and to secure funding for its activities 
(appointment of consultants, research, etc.).

under the act, the committees should play a leading role in the selection of 
auditors. the committees should closely cooperate with the auditors. the act 
has clearly increased the requirements for internal controls and imposed more re-
sponsibility on the management for the operations of the company. above all, the 
act has increased the independence of regulatory and supervisory bodies, which 
has always aroused considerable concern in the one-tier system. it is worth not-
ing that the act has not only increased the independence of members of board 
of directors, but has also imposed the greater responsibility for the operation of 
the company on them. Worth noting is the regulation requiring committees to 
formulate procedures for reporting irregularities or fraud. the act requires com-
pany analysts to report the irregularities to the committees.

the oEcD Principles have also changed the american codes of good prac-
tice. the Principles recommended increasing the number of the non-executive 
directors in the board, and among them, the directors meeting the independence 
criteria. the code of 2003, for example, recommends that the boards of compa-
nies listed on the NysE should be composed of a majority of independent board 
members. the code defined in some detail requirements for independence. No 
director who is a former employee of the listed company could be “independent” 
until five years after the employment has ended. the code required from direc-
tors lack of personal ties to the management, lack of business ties, both within 
the company itself and beyond. the latter aspect has been extensively developed 
(Corporate Governance... 2003). the codes substantially changed the structure 
of the board. the non-executive directors in the 1980s accounted for approxi-
mately 20% of board members, today their share has increased to about 80% 
(Jeżak 2010 pp. 166–168).

similar changes took place in the British system of corporate governance. 
they mainly involved successive editions of the codes of good practice. it is 
worth noting that the first code of good practice was developed in 1992 in Great 
Britain (The Cadbury... 1992). subsequent editions of these codes, especial-
ly after the publication of oEcD Principles, focused mainly on increasing the 
number of non-executive board members. the codes also recommended having 
people independent from the company on the board. the codes required these 
persons not to have any economic or family ties with the management of the 
company. the board was to assess the evaluation criteria of independence.

this crisis has also exposed the weaknesses of corporate governance in Ger-
many. Hostile takeovers and corruption scandals forced the government to ap-
point the committee to prepare proposals for the reform in the field of corporate 
governance. in July 2001 the committee, named after its chairman Baums com-
mission, presented a catalogue of 150 detailed recommendations for amendments 
to the commercial code and the code of Good Practice (Baums Commission... 
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2001). on this basis, the code of corporate Governance (German Corporate..., 
2002) was prepared in February 2002. it differs quite substantially from similar 
codes in other countries, mainly due to its structure. the first part of the code 
includes regulations on German corporate governance system. the second part 
contains recommendations to be implemented on a voluntary basis (comply or 
explain). the third part includes the proposals without the requirement to com-
ply or explain why they have not been implemented.

recommendations for independent board members were in the second part 
of the code and were of a very general nature, for example the “appropriate” 
number of independent board members has been mentioned. it should be noted, 
however, that importance of the number of such members for the independence 
of the supervisory board is smaller than that of the board of directors. in the Ger-
man system all members of the supervisory board are non-executive members 
recruited from the outside of the company’s management. Hence, the supervi-
sory board is in principle more independent than the board of directors.

in countries with a German system of supervisory board, the committees 
were established much later than in the anglo-saxon countries, as late as at the 
end of the 1990s (the Netherlands, Portugal). on a broader scale the committees 
began to be developed in the early 21st century, with the spread of codes of good 
practice. the codes of good practice recommend that the committee should be 
chaired by an independent member, with adequate expertise in accounting and 
finance.

recommendations for the presence of independent members on the board are 
also found in subsequent editions of Polish codes of good practice. However, if 
the Eu countries more or less tend to increase the number of independent mem-
bers on the board, the trend in Poland is reversed. the most ambitious in this re-
spect was the first code of Practice 2002 (Dobre praktyki... 2002), which recom-
mended that independent members should account for at least 50% of the board 
members. such level turned out to be far too high, because the independence 
criterion was met by only about 20% of listed companies (Nogalski, Dadaj 2006, 
p. 351). Despite this, the 50% share of independent members was retained in the 
code of 2005, making an exception for companies with a leading shareholder, 
with a controlling interest securing over 50% of voting stock shares.

the recommendations for audit committees have also undergone changes in 
the successive editions of the Polish codes of good practice. the committees are 
appointed in order to assist the board in its regulatory and supervisory functions. 
recommendation for the appointment of such committees were for the first time 
included in the code of 2005 according to which the audit committee should be 
composed of independent board members. By virtue of the code criteria of in-
dependence only 25% of companies met this criterion (campbell, Jerzemowska, 
Najman 2006, p. 362); hence such committees have been rarely appointed. it is 
hardly surprising that the next edition of the code of 2007 relaxed the criteria 
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for appointment of audit committees. at least one independent member with ad-
equate expertise in finance and accounting necessary to perform this role should 
be in the committee. it was also recommended to use the said recommendations 
of the European commission of 15 February 2005 concerning the role and ac-
tivities of such committees.

recommendations concerning the presence of independent board members 
can also be found in the codes of practice in the central and Eastern Europe 
countries. the research on these codes was conducted by P. M. Przybyłowicz 
tamowicz (Przybylowicz, tamowicz 2008, pp. 241–257) in 2007. the research 
shows that all countries (12) except for romania recommended in their codes the 
presence of independent members on the board. the degree of detail, the scope 
and criteria of the recommendations varied. countries such as Estonia, latvia 
and Hungary have used the criteria already mentioned in the recommendations 
of the European commission. in countries like the czech republic, lithuania, 
slovakia and ukraine, the criteria were very general, similar to the oEcD Prin-
ciples. the codes of good practice did not specify, however, the number of such 
members, or defined their scope in a very general way (such as the sufficient 
number –- as in the oEcD principles). However, their participation in the audit, 
nomination, and remuneration committees was noted. it follows from the reports 
that the report authors have extensively used the ready-made solutions, without 
trying to adapt them to existing conditions in the country.

Impact of the 2007–2009 crisis on changes
in supervision

the changes in corporate governance proved to be insufficient, hence another, 
the deepest crisis in recent decades came. this did not mean that the changes 
fell short of expectations. to a large extent, the causes of previous crises have 
been eliminated. the audit committees and similar measures aimed at eliminat-
ing or reducing the creative accounting have contributed to this end. the errors 
in management, incompetence of decision makers in strategic decisions, exces-
sive compensation for cEos and board members, even when the company made 
losses, etc. were the reasons for the crisis. unlike before, such actions although 
reprehensible, were consistent with the law (urbanek 2010, p. 16 17).

the crisis has brought further recommendations of the said institutions as 
well as specific projects in individual countries. the oEcD report of June 2009 
(Corporate Governance... 2009) was an important document, which pointed out 
the causes of the crisis. in addition to excessive executive remuneration and lack 
of accountability, particularly in matters of risk management the report indicated 
inadequate operation of supervisory boards and boards of directors. although 
the report recommends increasing the number of independent members on the 
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board, but at the same time does not consider this issue as a cure for all prob-
lems in the company. still, the independent members must have adequate exper-
tise and experience necessary to work in the board or its committees. the report 
recommends making deliberate selection and training of members of the board 
(Duam 2010).

Particularly noteworthy are also two further European commission re-
commendations of 30 april 2009 (Zalecenia... 2009, No. 384 and 385), prepa-april 2009 (Zalecenia... 2009, No. 384 and 385), prepa- 2009 (Zalecenia... 2009, No. 384 and 385), prepa-
red during the economic crisis, when the scope and some effects of the crisis 
were already known. the recommendations were amended in regard to execu-
tive remuneration, emphasizing not only its transparency, but also procedures for 
determining the ceo’s compensation and in particular in regard to its variable 
components. Generally it was recommended to pay the variable component only 
if performance criteria were met, with an obligation to return the variable com-
ponent if it was paid based on unreliable data, and to defer payment of remu-
neration in questionable situations, etc. the recommendation for appointment of 
remuneration committees by the board was repeated. Not coincidentally, much 
attention was paid to remuneration in financial institutions, which were most af-
fected by the crisis. it was recommended to coordinate the remuneration policy 
with risk management.

one can name many other Eu initiatives encouraging member countries to 
make changes in their corporate governance systems. Quite often the changes 
concern remuneration policies in companies (urbanek 2010, pp. 93 –94), for ex-–94), for ex-94), for ex-
ample, the European Parliament’s resolution of 7 July 2010 on the remunera-
tion of directors of listed companies and remuneration policies in the sector of 
financial services. one should also mention the European commission’s draft di-
rective requiring Eu countries to create for companies the possibility to choose 
between a one-tier system and a two-tier system of supervision.

successive editions of the codes of good practice in the uK included rec-
ommendations for further increase of the number of independent board mem-
bers, and increased requirements for independence. the last edition of the code 
(2010), postulates that independent directors should account for at least half of 
the board members. this also means that the board should consist mostly of non-
executive directors. the requirements for independence have been increased. 
Besides the lack of business or family ties, the recommendations added a 5-year 
break after employment has ended lack of relationship with major shareholders, 
or a continuous stay on the board for more than 9 years (The UK Corporate... 
2010). During nearly 20 years the uK has made a significant step forward in 
independence of the board. However, the majority of members of the board are 
executive directors (60%).

Both in the u.s. and uK consecutive editions of codes of good practice led to 
the development of the nomination, remuneration and many others committees. 
the increased significance of these committees was the consequence of the in-
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creased independence of the board itself, the increased number of non-executive 
members on the board, and the increased number of independent members on 
the board. the responsibilities of these members and requirements they should 
meet have been more and more specifically formulated, etc. one of the impor-
tant standards developed in the one-tier system was the openness of committee 
operation. the boards have been therefore obliged to disclose the composition 
of committees, their presidents, frequency of meetings, etc. in general, their task 
was to prepare proposals or opinions before the decision was taken by the coun-
cil. Experience proved the need for board committees and today, it is hard to 
imagine a board of directors in a large corporation without such committees.

the process of developing activities of the committees is still underway, but 
the 2007–2009 economic crisis brought some changes in this respect. the dif-
ficulties experienced by corporations gave rise to development of the so-called 
risk committees. until now, the issues of risk remained generally the responsi-
bility of audit committees. Distinguishing the risk issues and assigning special 
committees can be considered a step in the right direction. this solution is an 
attempt to adapt to changing conditions. studies show that this is only the begin-
ning (Mongiardino, Plath 2010, pp. 116–123).

in a similar vein, another German corporate Governance code of 2010 (Ger-
man Corporate... 2010) was prepared. the code maintained the recommendation 
for “an adequate” number of independent members of the board. their number 
should be adequate to the specifics of the enterprise, employment, size of the 
board, etc. at the same time the said independence is enforced through such se-
lection requirement for board members that may enhance the independence. it is 
recommended therefore that the supervisory board members should not have any 
personal or business relations with management board members or with major 
competitors, etc. it is also recommended that not more than two former members 
of the management board shall be members of the supervisory board and mem-
bers of the management board of a listed company shall not accept more than  
a total of three supervisory board mandates in other supervisory boards.

such committees as the nomination committee and remuneration committee 
have gained popularity in countries with a two-tier system. remuneration com-
mittees are particularly popular, although their scope varies between countries. 
Most often they are appointed by the supervisory boards of listed companies 
in countries such as Holland, ireland and Portugal (over 80%). the situation in 
Germany is clearly different with only about 5% of the companies with remu-
neration committees. the committees have been rarely appointed in Denmark 
(30%) and Finland (40%) (Ferrarini, Moloney, ungureanu 2010, pp. 73–118).

the american experience has also influenced the dissemination of audit com-
mittees in Poland. the act of 7 May 2009 on statutory auditors... in fact es-
tablished a legal duty to appoint the independent board member and audit com-
mittee in listed companies (ustawa... 2009). according to the act, these are the 
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supervisory board (or the internal audit committee) that should appoint the audit 
committee from among their members. the composition of the committee (mini-
mum 3 people) should include at least one independent member, with adequate 
expertise in finance and accounting. this is yet another example in corporate 
governance of the soft law being replaced with legal regulations.

it should be noted, however, that the legal obligation to appoint the commit-
tees was a result of the accounting act and not because of changes in the code 
of commercial companies (as was the case in Germany). However, the act has 
not solved the problem, because it only covers about 400 companies listed on 
the Warsaw stock Exchange, hence the amendments to the code of commercial 
companies will have to be made. For these, however, we must wait2. the 2010 
edition of the code of good practice takes into account the new legal status for 
the appointment of audit committees in listed companies. the code repeats rec-
ommendations to use the recommendations of European commission of Febru-
ary 15, 2005 (Dobre praktyki... 2010). 

Conclusions 

the above considerations clearly show the dynamic nature of changes in the 
functioning of corporate governance. although such changes take place gradual-
ly, there is no doubt that the economic crises affect the extent and depth of these 
changes. it can also be noted that the bigger the crisis, the deeper the changes. 
Different countries react differently to these crises. some of them appoint spe-
cial committees or teams to evaluate the situation in terms of supervision and 
prepare recommendations for changes. in such cases, changes can be radical in 
nature. other countries use the advice or recommendations on corporate gov-
ernance formulated by international institutions (oEcD, Eu). in this case, the 
changes usually are not deep and are generally within the soft law category.

it follows also from the above considerations that the processes of changes 
are being implemented within two main supervisory systems, that is the one-
tier and two-tier systems. it is worth noting that the changes are of the same or 
similar character, which might mean the convergence of these two systems. it is 
hardly surprising, since the driving force behind these changes is the changing 
environment in which the companies operate. the ongoing processes of global-
ization have made the conditions in all countries similar or comparable, whatev-
er the system of supervision. the international institutions have also, to a certain 
extent, affected the said convergence by issuing the same recommendations for 
both of these systems.

2 Further considerations on the tasks of audit committee members can be found in: Gad 
2010, pp.123–133.
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the analysis of the impact of crises on changes in corporate governance may 
suggest that the supervision is the main cause of the crisis. it is difficult to accept 
such an argument, although it is true that supervision is an important regulator of 
economic processes. Good supervision can prevent crises, may indicate emerg-
ing risks and help take appropriate action. the recent crisis highlighted the need 
for regulation of financial systems and the need to strengthen supervision. this 
has been reflected in the development of risk committees. at the same time there 
emerge postulates for more active attitude of shareholders, including institution-
al shareholders. there is a strong emphasis on the need for expertise of board 
members too, etc.
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